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What’s New with Nature’s 
Spirit? 
 Hello everyone, 

 Wow, are we excited with the new year and everything that 

it’s bringing. With all of the additions in products, Nature’s 

Spirit has really become a well rounded company, reaching 

into all kinds of new fisheries and styles of tying like saltwater 

and predatory fishing along with expanding into more Euro 

Nymphing products. With all of this going on we thought it 

best to give you a glimpse into three of the new products we 

have added here for the 2019 tying year.  

FORGING METAL 

 With the mass increase and need for beads and cones, we 

could not help but expand into that area of materials, especially 

tungsten. In the beginning of 2018 we went all in with a large vari-

ety of beads in brass, drilled tungsten, and slotted tungsten, with 

many in fluorescent, metallic and base colors. We also added 

brass cones and dumbbell eyes for the streamer fanatics. And we 

are still growing these high demand products in colors and sizes. 

We ventured into eyes as well, added 3D and Flat Baitfish eyes in 

a large range of colors and sizes.   

      The Mix’n Match Tungsten Half Bead is a one-of-kind, only 

found in Nature’s Spirit products. This is a half bead that has a  

tetris-like make up.  Take two halves and slide them together to 

make a full bead. This 

gives you have the option 

of using different colors. 

That’s right, two tone 

beads are now in your wheel house to take any direction 

you wish. With 14 different colors you have 95 color com-

binations to pick from. Tie a fly with a bead that has a 

black front and bright colored back for a hot spot half 

bead. Now think about that 95 times…  

 Each package comes with 10 half beads in one color and size. This allows you to pick which 

colors you want to play with the most. We have also put together an assortment pack of 4 differ-

SYNTHETIC STRETCH QUILLS 

  These quills are a great representation of a stripped 

quill. They are the same size all the way through, with no 

tapper allowing for an even body through the entire fly. 

The SS Quills have an adhesive back that helps when 

wrapping them around the hook. These quills come in 11 

different colors and each pack comes with 60 quills, each 

a mirror image of the next for perfect consistency through 

your fly box. The quills are right under 3.5 inches in 

MIX ‘N’ MATCH HALF BEADS 
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length, giving plenty of tying length for any midge, emerger, or 

bug you want to tie. One package can supply up to 120 flies.  

Here are all 11 of the colors available,  

#4 Olive    #23 Brown      #31sj San Juan Red 

#32 Orange  #35 Golden Olive  #36 Salt & Pepper Midge 

#37 Blue Dun #39 Ginger     #42b Bonefish Tan 

#73 Purple  #79m Midge Green 

Color: Bonefish Tan 

 

 The UV Tracer dubbing is like our Emergence dub-

bing on steroids. With the new UV additive that we 

implemented into the Fish Hunter strung products, we 

took a few colors of emergence dubbing and gave 

them an upgrade. After that we took them a step fur-

ther and blended the new UV colors with Non-UV col-

ors. These blends not only brighten up under sun light, 

but only a portion of the fibers do. With the blends con-

sisting of both UV and non-UV, it looks like traces of 

brightness coursing through the dark fibers. The blends are also what we call marble blended, 

not overly blended to where you can’t distinguish different colors, but blended well enough to 

have a even mixture of colors.  

 The beauty of this dubbing is how easy it is to work with. It spins very well, as a dubbing 

should, and it also spins and brushes out well in a dubbing loop. It is a nice mid-length dubbing 

reaching an inch in length, making it easier to spin in composite loops with fibers like rhea, os-

trich, flashabou, and other long fibers. Steelhead fly tiers are going to love this new dubbing, but 

so are the river and sea trout fisherman. UV Tracer Dub is a great soft hackle dubbing for small-

er flies. A small amount of dubbing spun in a loop to support a hackle collar, giving your fly a 

trace of hidden flare. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 With UV becoming such a powerful tool in fly tying and fly fishing, it is hard to keep up with 

what is and what isn’t UV. But nothing says it like a visual in the pictures above. The color in the 

pictures is Peacock Herl X10, and every single one of the dubbing are just as bright. Here are all 

of the color that we have in this UV Tracer Dubbing. These also come in a dispenser as well.  

#1 Midnight Ruby Pink     #2 Midnight Fire       #3 Midnight Emerald 

#4 Midnight Sapphire      #5 Tiger’s Eye Orange    #6 Pink Alexandrite 

#7 Blurple           #8 Cotton Candy Combo   #9 Shrimp Cocktail 

#10 Peacock Herl X10     #11 Raspberry Wine     #12 Rocky Mountain Sunset 

 

  

 

 It is always fun to have new products to play with, that’s why we are so excited to share these 

with you. Although there are many more that we have yet to mention, always check out our web-

site to see if there has been anything added AND subscribe to our newsletter list  on our website 

for the scoop on materials, tying tips and tricks, and all things new with Nature’s Spirit.  

UV TRACER DUBBING 

Under Normal Light Under UV Light 


